
Knuckle-walking topic initiated by Elaine Morgan on AAT discussion group (May 7, 2012) 

Chimpanzees and gorillas are quadrupedal, walking on four legs. Their hands land on their 
knuckles, not their palms. Orangutans sometimes walk on their knuckles also.


Elaine and most primatologists think that knuckle-walking is a primitive trait — that the last 
common ancestor of gorillas, chimps, and humans was a knuckle-walker, and then the human 
branch evolved to became bipedal. 


Marc Verhaegen has a different version: the last common ancestor of gorillas, chimps, and 
humans was bipedal. The gorilla-branch and chimp-branch then evolved independently to be 
knuckle-walking quadrupeds, while the human-branch remained bipedal. 


Elaine Morgan wanted to discuss the pros and cons of that topic, without arguing too much with 
Marc about it. So she initiated the thread 'Knuckle-walking' in the AAT discussion group on May 
6, 2012, and discussed it mostly with her fictional characters Rob Dudman, m3dodds (Bill) for the 
next month. These were the last messages in which Elaine posted messages under her own 
name. After that, she only posted messages as Rob Dudman and m3dodds (Bill).


This thread Knuckle-walking is copied from this address:

https://groups.io/g/AAT/topic/64992109#58936


https://groups.io/g/AAT/topic/64992109#58936


Elaine Morgan <elaine@...>
5/07/12   

Hide quoted text

----- Original Message ----- 
  From: Elaine Morgan 
  To: AAT@yahoogroups.com 
  Sent: Sunday, May 06, 2012 11:56 AM
  Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: plantigrade apes

  I don't remember anyone raising the question of what advantage accrued from knuckle-
walking.

  It must have been in some way adaptive for primates in this clade, to have arisen twice 
in two 
  separate species within it,  and yet never in the third  i.e. Homo.

  There is no evidence of it in  any other primate extant or extinct. The only advantage  it  
appears to confer  is that of raising the head higher above ground level while walking on 
all fours. 

  The other eccentric mode of primate locomotion is that of orang-utans. In the wild,they 
very rarely descend to ground level at all, but in captivity they are often  obliged to,  and 
they have a habit of putting their hands  to the ground and swinging  their legs forward 
between them for a few paces. That is because their intermembral index is atypical. 
Their arms are much longer than their legs.  But they do not knuckle-walk, nor walk 
plantigrade.  They walk on the outsides  of their bunched fists. That does little or nothing 
to raise  their heads higher above the ground than walking on their palms. But they are 
so committedly arboreal that straightening out the fingers  would not come easily to 
them.

  Any speculation must seem far-fetched. One scenario might be that life in an 
Okavango-type  shallowly-flooded environment might lead over time to a way of walking 
that would  keep the head effortlessly above water without calling for the  more elaborate 
adaptations needed for bipedalism.

  Any better ideas??

  Elaine

More
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m3dodds
5/08/12   

--- In AAT@yahoogroups.com, "Elaine Morgan" <elaine@...> wrote:

  ----- Original Message -----
  From: Elaine Morgan
  To: AAT@yahoogroups.com
  Sent: Sunday, May 06, 2012 11:56 AM
  Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: plantigrade apes

  I don't remember anyone raising the question of what advantage accrued 
from knuckle-walking.

  It must have been in some way adaptive for primates in this clade, to have 
arisen twice in two
  separate species within it,  and yet never in the third  i.e. Homo.

  There is no evidence of it in  any other primate extant or extinct. The only 
advantage  it  appears to confer  is that of raising the head higher above 
ground level while walking on all fours.

  The other eccentric mode of primate locomotion is that of orang-utans. In 
the wild,they very rarely descend to ground level at all, but in captivity they 
are often  obliged to,  and they have a habit of putting their hands  to the 
ground and swinging  their legs forward between them for a few paces. That 
is because their intermembral index is atypical. Their arms are much longer 
than their legs.  But they do not knuckle-walk, nor walk plantigrade.  They 
walk on the outsides  of their bunched fists. That does little or nothing to 
raise  their heads higher above the ground than walking on their palms. But 
they are so committedly arboreal that straightening out the fingers  would 
not come easily to them.

  Any speculation must seem far-fetched. One scenario might be that life in 
an Okavango-type  shallowly-flooded environment might lead over time to a 
way of walking that would  keep the head effortlessly above water without 
calling for the  more elaborate adaptations needed for bipedalism.

  Any better ideas??

  Elaine
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--- In AAT@yahoogroups.com, "Elaine Morgan" <elaine@...> wrote:

  ----- Original Message -----
  From: dons3148
  To: AAT@yahoogroups.com
  Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2012 4:30 PM
  Subject: [AAT] Re: knuckle-walking.

   >

  >>>Knuckle-walking has no advantage it is simply the way Chimpanzees
  adapted to get from a. to b. on the ground.

  You could as easily say that about bipedalism - it is simply the way 
humans adopted to get from a
  to b.   So why do people keep trying to explain it?

  >>They have short legs and long arms, an adaption for climbing.

  True, but it doesn';t explain why they walked on their knuckles rather than 
their palms.

  >> Humans being fully terrestrial bipeds... have long legs.

  True but it doesn't explain knuckle-walking. The legs grew
longer after they became bipeds.
  See the illustration, of a chimpanzee climbing a tree trunk
  in this article... a chimpanzees can 'walk' up the tree
  trunk. Whereas humans would have to shin up...

  All perfectly true,  but it doesn't explain why chimps and gorillas 
independently
  took to walking on theuir knuckles.
  Ref:

  Ankles of the australopithecines

  John Hawks
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
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From: AAT@yahoogroups.com [mailto:AAT@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Elaine
Morgan

Sent: Monday, 7 May 2012 9:05 PM

To: AAT@yahoogroups.com

Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: knuckle-walking.

 

Hello Elaine...

 

I don't remember anyone raising the question of what advantage
accrued from knuckle-walking.

It must have been in some way adaptive for primates in this clade, 
to have arisen twice in two separate species within it, and yet never
in the third i.e. Homo.

There is no evidence of it in any other primate extant or extinct. 
The only advantage it appears to confer is that of raising the head 
higher above ground level while walking on all fours. 

The other eccentric mode of primate locomotion is that of 
orang-utans. In the wild, they very rarely descend to ground 
level at all, but in captivity they are often obliged to, and they 
have a habit of putting their hands to the ground and swinging 
their legs forward between them for a few paces. That is because 
their intermembral index is atypical. Their arms are much longer 
than their legs. But they do not knuckle-walk, nor walk plantigrade. 
They walk on the outsides of their bunched fists. That does little or
nothing to raise their heads higher above the ground than walking
on their palms. But they are so committedly arboreal that straightening
out the fingers would not come easily to them.

Any speculation must seem far-fetched. One scenario might be that 
life in an Okavango-type shallowly-flooded environment might lead 
over time to a way of walking that would keep the head effortlessly 
above water without calling for the more elaborate adaptations needed 
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Jack Barnes <teamyin@...>
5/12/12   

Elaine et al.

Homo had to have a very good reason to stay on two feet.  The removal of that need 
caused all three other great ape families to go quadrupedal, just like the baboons.

Frequent water crossings, running through forests using their hands pulling on trees 
after ungulates, outrunning rather than climbing trees for escape.  All are great options.

Homo needed to be locked away for a very long time in a large area. Then emerge into 
the rest of the world and old primate genes.

Our ancestor was certainly a much larger creature than ourselves and much smarter in 
the forests than we are today.  We are in the process of domesticating downward into a 
more juvenile body plan of that great ancestor.

The exact same circumstance that created the dog from the wolf created homo.  
Selection via the minimum distance causes domestication.  Our great ancestor lived by 
the maximum distance, just like the wild wolf lives today.

AAT is correct and our ancient ancestor had a hooded nose, cranial vault, sub cutaneous 
fat layer, descended larynx, lack of under fur, conscious breathe control and backward 
slope to face (arichony).  Just like we do.

Ever wonder why the east Asian X chromosome is 800,000 years older than the African 
X chromosome.  Why it has more diversity??   2.4 million years ago, every human was 
in northern china.  There is only one scenario that allows for that to happen

The answer is as obvious as the earth is round.

-Jack
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--- In AAT@yahoogroups.com, Jack Barnes <teamyin@...> wrote:

Elaine et al.

Homo had to have a very good reason to stay on two feet.  The removal of 
that need caused all three other great ape families to go quadrupedal, just 
like the baboons.

Jack

Would agree with first part, as for the great apes that
remained in the forest, since Morotopithecus twenty
million years ago, they simply have adapted in
different ways to life in the forest.

Human ancestors on the other hand, gradually adapted to
a more open habitats. Relying on their fully upright
bipedal striding walking gait... to gradually increase
their foraging range, and latterly by outrunning their
prey. (endurance running)

Frequent water crossings, running through forests using their hands pulling 
on trees after ungulates, outrunning rather than climbing trees for escape.  
All are great options.

Homo needed to be locked away for a very long time in a large area. Then 
emerge into the rest of the world and old primate genes.

Humans adapted to both tropical and sub-arctic habitats, long
before they had the high-tech know how to survive in what are
still relatively hostile habitats.

Our ancestor was certainly a much larger creature than ourselves and much 
smarter in the forests than we are today.  We are in the process of 
domesticating downward into a more juvenile body plan of that great 
ancestor.

Evidence would say otherwise, early human ancestors were
smaller...  (before genus Homo)
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Jack Barnes <teamyin@...>
5/12/12   

Yes, the Mauer Jaw of heidelbergensis and the larger crania of Neanderthal to start.  
The process of domestication of humanity is indisputable.

All homo is the same creature in varying degrees of juvenilization.

That is why every one of the 17 features of homo erectus crania is seen in our living 
population to some extent or another.  Some pacific islander as well as Kobe swamp 
skeletons of australia show 14 to 17 of erectus' features.

Then use your common sense. Our brains and crania are shrinking (baily and geary 
2010) Look at Valuev and Lesnar world champions in boxing and mixed martial arts 
champions.  They have most of heidelbergensis' adaptations and are huge men.  The 
more facial features you have the greater tendency  to be BIGGER.

That is just the start.
-jack

On May 12, 2012, at 8:44 AM, "Elaine Morgan" <elaine@desco.demon.co.uk> wrote:

----- Original Message -----
From: Jack Barnes
To: AAT@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 11:49 PM
Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: knuckle-walking.

Elaine et al.

Our ancestor was certainly a much larger creature than ourselves and much 
smarter in the forests than we are today. We are in the process of 
domesticating downward into a more juvenile body plan of that great 
ancestor.
Is there evidence that it was much larger?

Elaine

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]

[Non-text portions of this message have been removed]
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From: AAT@yahoogroups.com [mailto:AAT@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Elaine
Morgan
Sent: Saturday, 12 May 2012 4:03 AM
To: AAT@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: knuckle-walking.

 

Hello Elaine,

 

I strongly agree about the soft substrate.

So what is common ground so far? I think there is no disputing that:

1.Gorilla and Pan acquired the knuckle-walking habit independently.
 

If the H/P LCA was not a knuckle-walker (also highly likely), then we 

have P. adapting to knuckle-walking some time after the H/P divergence 

c. 5-6 Mya and at least 2-3 million years or so after G. diverged from the 

H/P line. If G. were in the same environment at the time of the H/P

divergence as they are now, then it's reasonable to assume that they 

were already knuckle-walkers back then and from this I infer that the

H/P LCA had not only diverged from G. c. 8 Mya, but did so because

of a geographical (and hence ecological) change. (IMO, they moved

north from the central rainforests to the shores of the ancient Lake Chad

and Toumai could be the first evidence of this). 

 

Because there's no evidence that G. have ever lived anywhere other 

than where we find them today, then it would seem to be the case that 

either the H/P/G LCA did not live in the tropical rainforest and G. moved 
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/13/12   

From: AAT@yahoogroups.com [mailto:AAT@yahoogroups.com] On Behalf Of Elaine
Morgan
Sent: Friday, 11 May 2012 10:04 PM
To: AAT@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: [AAT] Re: knuckle-walking.

 

 Hello Elaine,

 

And I agree that it looks like the equivalent of walking on tip-toes
So why do people ever walk on tip-toes? 
Sometimes if they don't want to be heard and think that's a quieter way to
go.

 

It's also common to use only the balls of the feet in situations where an

immediate and fast reaction is needed...ie., movement in sport or combat,

or where there is a potential threat underfoot - if I imagine being asked 

to walk barefoot across a floor covered in rotting vegetation when I know 

that there are also any number of small creatures that will bite or sting
should

I annoy them, then I can't see myself doing anything but walking on tip-toes

(and I think my chances of passing on my genes would be somewhat higher 

than those of someone who just walked normally across such a floor..for 

them the threat is also from those they merely disturb, not just those they

actually step on).

 

That would hardly apply to the apes. Or they stand on tiptoes to raise 
their heads higher to see over obstacles...
I still think highering the head seems the likeliest motive. 
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/14/12   

Hello Elaine......

I assumed the two apes diverged while living in separate environments. I
had 
never considered your suggestion of "Why not two overlapping niches in the
same environment (eg., G. a ground-dweller and P. a denizen of the lower 
branches who made regular foraging forays down to the forest floor - in
fact
more or less the situation that exists today)?

Are there in fact places where they co-exist, and encounter one another?
I don't remember ever reading about that but it may be so.
See...... http://www.eva.mpg.de/primat/files/gorillas01.htm

However, due to high impact human activity the modern distribution of the 
two species throughout the African tropical rainforest tells us little more
than 
the fact that they both exploit different but overlapping niches in the same

rainforest ecosystem. But the issue of the two species encountering one
another 
either at present or in the past is not relevant to the issue of parallel
adaptation 
to the same selection pressure.....the African rainforest is huge and it
seems to 
me to be an entirely contingent matter whether the two species actually met
each 
other.

That being said, it seems to be highly probable that G. occupied that
ecosystem 
for 2-3 million years prior to P. diverging away from H. (I use the 5-6 Mya 
estimate for the H/P divergence) and as the only (known) African rainforest 
ground-ape at that time they'd have had at least that enormous stretch of
time 
to spread throughout the entire ecosystem. This makes it reasonable to
speculate 
that when P. returned to the forest from wherever the H/P LCA split into two

daughter species (the emptying Lake Chad during the Messinian?), they then
encountered G. all over the place and readily copied their way of walking
across 
the forest floor. Such encounters may well be the reason that P. took to the
lower 
branches rather than remaining a more exclusively ground-ape and then
evolving

http://www.eva.mpg.de/primat/files/gorillas01.htm
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/16/12   

Hello Elaine...

 

... So we now have two possibilities.

One correction about mine - I wasn't implying the seaside
apes ever walked on their knuckles. When the water rose
much above knee-high they moved straight to b.p. - as all 
apes and monkeys still do. (I think that fact is underestimated.)...

 

I think Algis has been hammering away at this underestimation 

for a number of years now.

 

We therefore cannot doubt that they resorted to b.p. - we only
need reasons why the percentage of time spent in bp walking
expanded and finally took over. I am exploring the possibility 
that if water affected all three ape species, knuckle-walking 
might have been a response to comparatively shallow inland 
standing water and b.p, a reaction to deeper water. .

 

I'd like to make sure that I've got your idea clearly..

are you suggesting that H. developed bipedalism in a 

tidal aquatic setting and G/P developed their knuckle-

walking in an inland non-tidal aquatic setting? Given 

their widely separated divergence dates, do you have 

a suggestion as to when G. and P. did this? Any ideas 

as to where...apart from a relatively recent fossilized 

chimp tooth in East Africa there is no evidence that 
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/18/12   

Hello Elaine......

.............. What I am still doing is stressing that kw calls for
an explanation and we haven't got one. 
But we have - less exposure to threats underfoot than 
palm-walking. Surely this is self-evident?

Agreed two inches taller is hardly worth gaining but 
what else do they gain?
On the other hand, the threats found in the forest litter
are small and this means that the surface area difference
between palms and knuckles is relatively large.

I don't think the pygmies are relevant - that's a totally 
different strategy. 
Well it's certainly not in any way involved with the
reduction of skin area exposed to risk underfoot.....
but the short stature of the Pygmies does seem to be 
involved with the reduction of risk to the head. The 
question of why finger-knuckles and not simply
standing upright to avoid risk to the hands during 
locomotion, would have the same answer. Well, it's
the most straight-forward one I can come up with.

The answer I've suggested is to have the minimum 
possible area of the feet and hands coming in contact 
with the forest floor. The key here is what can be 
seen..or in this case, what can't be seen. For ground 
primates like baboons the areas around where they 
intend to place their feet and hands are not only easily 
seen, but being constantly scanned for opportunistic 
snacking, however, rainforest ground-apes can't readily 
see threats underfoot and minimising exposure to this 
very real risk could well have had reproductive 
consequences.
It's ingenious. But KW is very rare and AFAIK none
of the other mammals that have adopted it live in 
forests. 
If ingenuity is what I think it is (producing simple and
elegant solutions), then surely the idea needs stronger 
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Hello Elaine..

 

May I have another go? I suggest

7. Cranial angle. 

Monkeys in trees sit up and face forward. Hence monkeys
on the ground walk on four legs facing downward, as
mentioned by Marc in connection with geladas. But apes 
don't want to be gazing at the ground - they want to see 
where they are going - also mentioned by Marc. They 
have difficulty with this because of the angle at which 
their heads are connected to their bodies. The position 
of the foramen magnum is such that when their spines 
are horizontal they can't tip their heads back far enough 
to face forward. The best they can do is to change the 
angle of the spine from horizontal (as in most quadrupeds) to 
oblique by raising the front of the body. Knuckle-walking 
achieves this object. 
 

It seems to be a clear inference from what you say here 

that the need to look ahead was greater for the ancestral 

ground-apes than it was for the ancestral ground-monkeys. 

If ease at scanning the way ahead allowed the ground-

monkeys to keep their eyes mainly searching for food

and so maintaining the arboreal f-m, then it's reasonable 

to assume that the ancestral ground-apes had enough cause 

to concentrate on the way ahead to place adaptive pressure 

on the positioning of the f-m.

 

This is consistent with the different environments in
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/23/12   

Hello Elaine..some further thoughts.

 

The risk to the head for a ground-dweller in a tropical 

rainforest would not only apply selection pressure 

related to face/eye orientation, it would also place 

constraints on height as an adaptational response. 

IMO, this is the aspect of the 'forest-floor solution' 

to the knuckle-walking enigma that makes it potentially 

a productive idea. 

 

Using the knuckles of the hands for locomotion is 

a risky strategy for the obvious reason that it risks 

damaging the key joints and tendons involved with 

gripping and picking. The forest floor is soft enough 

to mitigate this risk, but because of fallen twigs, 

branches and thorns which also get covered by debris, 

the risk is not removed altogether (and the potentially

lethal infection of even minor wounds is an ever-present

threat in a tropical rainforest). 

 

Given the importance of the fingers in provisioning, 

and socialising it's reasonable to assume that without 

the adaptational constraints imposed by risks to the 

head, the ancestral forest ground-apes would have 

further protected their hands by avoiding putting them 
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/25/12   

Hello Elaine.....

 

Another point to consider is that we all tend to think that 
protecting the hands from damage was of paramount concern
because we have so many uses for our hands.

 

I'm certainly among the 'we' here. The paramount concern 

arises because so many of those uses are directly concerned 

with survival and social acceptance. It remains a self-evident 

fact that using the hands for locomotion is to put them at 

risk and survival is in large part about risk minimization;

not using the hands for locomotion removes all the risks

inherent in that function.

 

For most quadrupeds taking weight off the forelimbs would 
only mean loading more weight onto the hind limbs, equally 
vulnerable to rough terrain and to most animals equally 
important.

 

The key word here is 'most'; of course taking the weight 

from the forelimbs necessarily places more weight on the 

hind limbs and this would apply to all animals, but the 

importance of the two sets of limbs for locomotion is 

equal only for most animals, not for all. A broken fore-

limb for a horse is effectively immobilizing and the 
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Rob Dudman <ausell@...>
5/28/12   

Hello Elaine...

 

I'm sure you're right that saving the hands was a major factor 
in fostering and reinforcing any tendency to bipedalism and
possibly k-walking also. Whether any other incentive was          >
involved, and if so in what order, remains speculative. The          >
motives would have been mutually reinforcing anyway.
The less hands were walked on the more pliable and useful        > they
became and the more useful, the greater the need to            > protect
them. 

As you say the other apes back up this idea. The only possible    >
exception AFAIK is the mandrill, but it is still arboreal for much > of the
time so the hazards of forest-floor walking may not have > had time to
affect it much up to the present.     

 

The mandrill is a fascinating animal. You say that it is 'still' arboreal
and that's probably not strictly accurate. If the mandrill is a baboon that
has colonized the rainforest, then it's arboreal habits represent a return
to the trees and if this is the case, then the shortening of its fingers
that has already occurred is a quite remarkable adaptation that wouldn't
help at all..in fact at first glance it seems to make arboreal activity more
risky.

 

This somewhat contrary situation requires explanation; the baboon is a
palm-walker with hands that would require little if any modification to be
effective at gripping branches, yet in a rain- forest environment they adapt
away from this effectiveness? The question of why this should have happened
also has to be seen in the context of another puzzle...the only large
predator they would contend with in the tropical rainforest is the leopard
who  does very nicely at climbing, so why would an immigrant baboon return
to the trees at all and not simply remain a committed terrestrial primate?

 

My suggestion here would be that if rainforest ground primates adapt to have
the least skin area exposed to threats on the forest floor, then even though
it is comparatively soft and comfortable, sleeping there would be avoided
because it exposes the maximum area to risk for lengthy periods of time.
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Hello Elaine......

Is there any evidence that the chimpanzee left the forest and  >
"returned" to it?

My use of 'return' in relation to chimps was ambiguous - my apologies. I
think I had in mind some sort of 'generic' return in the sense that the
ancestral primates were arboreal......not the best way to make a point
understandable!

Might not some of them have just stayed there?                      
I hope you'll bear with me while I try and tease all this out.

I'm aware of no evidence (other than the c. 250 Kya tooth found in East
Africa that I previously mentioned), that chimps have ever been habituated
to anywhere other than the tropical African rainforest and the same goes for
the gorilla and the mandrill. The question in each case is how they got
there in the first place and how they walked on arrival. The mandrill
clearly immigrated in as a palm-walking baboon, although I have no idea when
this may have happened (but IIRC, I've read that it's thought to have been
relatively recent).

Genetic evidence indicates that G. diverged from the G/H/P LCA c. 8 Mya. G.
is now a rainforest ground-ape and there's no reason to think that they've
been anything else since that divergence. But where the G/H/P LCA came from
and how they probably walked has to be inferred from what is known about the
reasons that such divergences occur. 

Because neither ourselves nor chimps are directly descended from G., I can
deduce that the emergence of G. as a new species was not the result of some
rainforest catastrophe such as disease that decimated the G/H/P LCA leaving
only those with a protective mutation to survive and become G.  The G/H/P
LCA had to have continued independently of G. as the H/P LCA, so the most
likely cause for the emergence of G. was the same as that for the later
emergence of the mandrill - geographic relocation by a variant of a much
larger population.

This implies that the G/H/P LCA was not a rainforest ground-ape and if my
explanation for knuckle-walking is close to the mark, this in turn implies
that they were not knuckle-walkers. The fact that G. did not respond to the
forest floor in the same way as the later mandrill strongly suggests that
the G/H/P LCA was not a palm-walker either. So if they were neither
knuckle-walkers nor palm-walkers, what on earth were they?

Elbow-walking is about as likely as the tooth-fairy, although it conjures up
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Hello Elaine......

.............. What I am still doing is stressing that kw calls for
an explanation and we haven't got one. 
But we have - less exposure to threats underfoot than 
palm-walking. Surely this is self-evident?

Agreed two inches taller is hardly worth gaining but 
what else do they gain?
On the other hand, the threats found in the forest litter
are small and this means that the surface area difference
between palms and knuckles is relatively large.

I don't think the pygmies are relevant - that's a totally 
different strategy. 
Well it's certainly not in any way involved with the
reduction of skin area exposed to risk underfoot.....
but the short stature of the Pygmies does seem to be 
involved with the reduction of risk to the head. The 
question of why finger-knuckles and not simply
standing upright to avoid risk to the hands during 
locomotion, would have the same answer. Well, it's
the most straight-forward one I can come up with.

The answer I've suggested is to have the minimum 
possible area of the feet and hands coming in contact 
with the forest floor. The key here is what can be 
seen..or in this case, what can't be seen. For ground 
primates like baboons the areas around where they 
intend to place their feet and hands are not only easily 
seen, but being constantly scanned for opportunistic 
snacking, however, rainforest ground-apes can't readily 
see threats underfoot and minimising exposure to this 
very real risk could well have had reproductive 
consequences.
It's ingenious. But KW is very rare and AFAIK none
of the other mammals that have adopted it live in 
forests. 
If ingenuity is what I think it is (producing simple and
elegant solutions), then surely the idea needs stronger 
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Hello Elaine..

 

May I have another go? I suggest

7. Cranial angle. 

Monkeys in trees sit up and face forward. Hence monkeys
on the ground walk on four legs facing downward, as
mentioned by Marc in connection with geladas. But apes 
don't want to be gazing at the ground - they want to see 
where they are going - also mentioned by Marc. They 
have difficulty with this because of the angle at which 
their heads are connected to their bodies. The position 
of the foramen magnum is such that when their spines 
are horizontal they can't tip their heads back far enough 
to face forward. The best they can do is to change the 
angle of the spine from horizontal (as in most quadrupeds) to 
oblique by raising the front of the body. Knuckle-walking 
achieves this object. 
 

It seems to be a clear inference from what you say here 

that the need to look ahead was greater for the ancestral 

ground-apes than it was for the ancestral ground-monkeys. 

If ease at scanning the way ahead allowed the ground-

monkeys to keep their eyes mainly searching for food

and so maintaining the arboreal f-m, then it's reasonable 

to assume that the ancestral ground-apes had enough cause 

to concentrate on the way ahead to place adaptive pressure 

on the positioning of the f-m.

 

This is consistent with the different environments in
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Hello Elaine..some further thoughts.

 

The risk to the head for a ground-dweller in a tropical 

rainforest would not only apply selection pressure 

related to face/eye orientation, it would also place 

constraints on height as an adaptational response. 

IMO, this is the aspect of the 'forest-floor solution' 

to the knuckle-walking enigma that makes it potentially 

a productive idea. 

 

Using the knuckles of the hands for locomotion is 

a risky strategy for the obvious reason that it risks 

damaging the key joints and tendons involved with 

gripping and picking. The forest floor is soft enough 

to mitigate this risk, but because of fallen twigs, 

branches and thorns which also get covered by debris, 

the risk is not removed altogether (and the potentially

lethal infection of even minor wounds is an ever-present

threat in a tropical rainforest). 

 

Given the importance of the fingers in provisioning, 

and socialising it's reasonable to assume that without 

the adaptational constraints imposed by risks to the 

head, the ancestral forest ground-apes would have 

further protected their hands by avoiding putting them 
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Hello Elaine.....

 

Another point to consider is that we all tend to think that 
protecting the hands from damage was of paramount concern
because we have so many uses for our hands.

 

I'm certainly among the 'we' here. The paramount concern 

arises because so many of those uses are directly concerned 

with survival and social acceptance. It remains a self-evident 

fact that using the hands for locomotion is to put them at 

risk and survival is in large part about risk minimization;

not using the hands for locomotion removes all the risks

inherent in that function.

 

For most quadrupeds taking weight off the forelimbs would 
only mean loading more weight onto the hind limbs, equally 
vulnerable to rough terrain and to most animals equally 
important.

 

The key word here is 'most'; of course taking the weight 

from the forelimbs necessarily places more weight on the 

hind limbs and this would apply to all animals, but the 

importance of the two sets of limbs for locomotion is 

equal only for most animals, not for all. A broken fore-

limb for a horse is effectively immobilizing and the 
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Hello Elaine...

 

I'm sure you're right that saving the hands was a major factor 
in fostering and reinforcing any tendency to bipedalism and
possibly k-walking also. Whether any other incentive was          >
involved, and if so in what order, remains speculative. The          >
motives would have been mutually reinforcing anyway.
The less hands were walked on the more pliable and useful        > they
became and the more useful, the greater the need to            > protect
them. 

As you say the other apes back up this idea. The only possible    >
exception AFAIK is the mandrill, but it is still arboreal for much > of the
time so the hazards of forest-floor walking may not have > had time to
affect it much up to the present.     

 

The mandrill is a fascinating animal. You say that it is 'still' arboreal
and that's probably not strictly accurate. If the mandrill is a baboon that
has colonized the rainforest, then it's arboreal habits represent a return
to the trees and if this is the case, then the shortening of its fingers
that has already occurred is a quite remarkable adaptation that wouldn't
help at all..in fact at first glance it seems to make arboreal activity more
risky.

 

This somewhat contrary situation requires explanation; the baboon is a
palm-walker with hands that would require little if any modification to be
effective at gripping branches, yet in a rain- forest environment they adapt
away from this effectiveness? The question of why this should have happened
also has to be seen in the context of another puzzle...the only large
predator they would contend with in the tropical rainforest is the leopard
who  does very nicely at climbing, so why would an immigrant baboon return
to the trees at all and not simply remain a committed terrestrial primate?

 

My suggestion here would be that if rainforest ground primates adapt to have
the least skin area exposed to threats on the forest floor, then even though
it is comparatively soft and comfortable, sleeping there would be avoided
because it exposes the maximum area to risk for lengthy periods of time.
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Hello Elaine......

Is there any evidence that the chimpanzee left the forest and  >
"returned" to it?

My use of 'return' in relation to chimps was ambiguous - my apologies. I
think I had in mind some sort of 'generic' return in the sense that the
ancestral primates were arboreal......not the best way to make a point
understandable!

Might not some of them have just stayed there?                      
I hope you'll bear with me while I try and tease all this out.

I'm aware of no evidence (other than the c. 250 Kya tooth found in East
Africa that I previously mentioned), that chimps have ever been habituated
to anywhere other than the tropical African rainforest and the same goes for
the gorilla and the mandrill. The question in each case is how they got
there in the first place and how they walked on arrival. The mandrill
clearly immigrated in as a palm-walking baboon, although I have no idea when
this may have happened (but IIRC, I've read that it's thought to have been
relatively recent).

Genetic evidence indicates that G. diverged from the G/H/P LCA c. 8 Mya. G.
is now a rainforest ground-ape and there's no reason to think that they've
been anything else since that divergence. But where the G/H/P LCA came from
and how they probably walked has to be inferred from what is known about the
reasons that such divergences occur. 

Because neither ourselves nor chimps are directly descended from G., I can
deduce that the emergence of G. as a new species was not the result of some
rainforest catastrophe such as disease that decimated the G/H/P LCA leaving
only those with a protective mutation to survive and become G.  The G/H/P
LCA had to have continued independently of G. as the H/P LCA, so the most
likely cause for the emergence of G. was the same as that for the later
emergence of the mandrill - geographic relocation by a variant of a much
larger population.

This implies that the G/H/P LCA was not a rainforest ground-ape and if my
explanation for knuckle-walking is close to the mark, this in turn implies
that they were not knuckle-walkers. The fact that G. did not respond to the
forest floor in the same way as the later mandrill strongly suggests that
the G/H/P LCA was not a palm-walker either. So if they were neither
knuckle-walkers nor palm-walkers, what on earth were they?

Elbow-walking is about as likely as the tooth-fairy, although it conjures up
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